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“If I had 5 more years, I would have become the ultimate painter.”
HOKUSAI said in 1849 when he passed away after 90 years of his life.
His words captured me deeply into “ultimate painting” when I was 9 years
old. I spend all my life time to incarnate the ultimate painting of the
Japanese tradition art in the present age and see it with my own eyes.

「nulla dies sine linea」 Art Students League of New York.
I became a scholar of the Art Students League of New York and I was based
in Manhattan New York City from 1984 to 1996. I was going to approach to
the core of the Art in exchange for throwing everything away when I was
young. I still believe the courage to abandon is necessary talent for the artist.

“Start with carp and finish with carp”
It is the famous proverb about the life of the angler. In the case of Art, we all
Start with Line and Finish with Line. My Eureka moment came when I work
with experiment of Moistened Picture. I dried it, rotted it and mold on my
painting. After a year of my effort, the surface of the painting changed
dramatically and I found myself who made SOIL at the end.

This shocking ending gave me the first concrete hint about the material for
the ultimate. I looked for every single material which is not affected by the
Nature and I found the Line which does not exist in the Nature by itself
without human confirmation. If the Soil is the material of God, the Line is the
material of Human. For my ultimate experiment, Line became the thrower of
David against the giant Goliath

Mr. Leonardo-da-Vinci left his words in his note.
“If you watch stains of the wall carefully in candlelight, you should be seen
many tanks or carriages or crowds on the wall. It is the secret method to
increase your talent by several times.” I have also entrusted all of my artwork
to “Secret Method” after I came to see it on white canvas in 1988. I stopped
taking alcohol and smoking to receive it correctly. No context or No principle
in my mind and I just tracing the indicated Line. I think that the essence of

Art is not the personal but to prove the existence of Nature and God, as the
ancient painters listened to the still small voice in their deep prayers and
visualized it. I have confidence that Revelation is one of the most important
essence of Art and the significance of all Artists.

Artist who loves Art and be loved by Art is able to create artwork in sweet
consultations with the Art itself.. I wished to see how it is if such a Painting
really exists. Have you ever care about the wishes from the Art itself to you?
I moved back to Japan to study Art of Line.
I have continued to study my ultimate experiment, but I stayed away from
Artist activities for a long time. I worked as an Art volunteer, Art adviser of
Public Facility, and local Government on a special post created on request of
a Mayor who loves Art. These experiences taught me about the significance
of existence of Artists which is much more important than Line skills.

Sensibility of Japanese Art loves Pianissimo than Fortissimo.
Smaller than Bigger, Darkness than Brightness.. it has been inherited in
Japanese art for many centuries. I believe it is the same common consensus
with “Kawaii” and “Wabi-Sabi”. It restrains the insistence of the most
important subject of my Artwork and express more most in whispering-mode.

I chose the Indigo-Blue as the ultimate-color of the one and only.
I did not know it is the same Blue which is called as “Vermeer-Blue”, or
“Hokusai-Blue”. I wonder if you knew the blood of the Art is .. Blue.

After 2015, What did the painter pray for when painting?
Since re-debuting in the international Art industry in 2015, I was puzzled
by lots of Smiles and Gratitude. I was shocked about many rumors that I
believed for a long time in my small studio were falsehood. I began to think
about the connection between Artist and Society very seriously for the first
time in my life. I began to feel about the value of using my time for others.
I lost interest in being a Champion of Painter for my own, and I came to
convince that the Prayer is the more important than Formality, Technique,
nor even Quality for Art.
I pray for all the people who love Art will be even slightly happier than before,
including you.
All the Happiness & All the best of Art.
Kan-Zan-Loc.

